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Abstract—In this contribution a generalized MC DS-CDMA system in-
voking smart antennas for improving the achievable performance in the
downlink of the system is studied, which is capable of minimizing the
downlink interference inﬂicted upon co-channel mobiles, while achieving
frequency, time and spatial diversity. In the MC DS-CDMA system con-
sidered the transmitter employs multiple antenna arrays and each of the
antenna arrays consists of several antenna elements. More speciﬁcally, the
space-time transmitter processing scheme considered is based on the prin-
ciples of Steered Space-Time Spreading (SSTS). Furthermore, the gener-
alized MC DS-CDMA system employs time and frequency (TF)-domain
spreading, where a user-grouping technique is employed for reducing the
effects of multiuser interference.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years numerous research contributions have appeared on
thetopicofMulti-CarrierDirectSequenceCodeDivisionMultipleAc-
cess (MC DS-CDMA), which constitutes an attractive scheme [1], [2],
[3], [4], based on a combination of DS-CDMA and OFDM. In this
contribution, we discuss the generalized MC DS-CDMA system in-
vestigated in [5], [6], where it has been shown that the generalized
MC DS-CDMA scheme includes the subclasses of both multitone DS-
CDMA [3] and orthogonal MC DS-CDMA [4] as special cases. On
the other hand, smart antennas have been used for improving the per-
formance of wireless systems [7], [8]. Various transmit diversity (TD)
schemeshavebeenproposedintheliteratureforthedownlink[9], [10],
[11] for the sake of mitigating the performance degradation inﬂicted
by multipath fading. On the other hand, beamforming [7], [11] con-
stitutes an effective technique of reducing the multiple-access interfer-
ence (MAI), where the antenna gain is increased in the direction of
the desired user, whilst reducing the gain towards the interfering users.
Using the antenna arrays shown in Fig.1, both TD and beamforming
can be implemented at the base station (BS).
The novelty of this paper is that we combine the above-mentioned
generalized MC DS-CDMA system [5], [6] with smart antennas for
the sake of improving the performance in the downlink of the sys-
tem by minimizing the downlink interference inﬂicted upon co-channel
mobiles, while achieving frequency, time and spatial diversity. The
achievable performance improvements are a function of both the an-
tenna spacing and the speciﬁc techniques used for attaining beam-
forming. Using the antenna arrays shown in Fig.1, a space-time trans-
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mitter processing scheme based on the principles of Steered Space-
Time Spreading (SSTS) is proposed and characterized, in order to en-
hance the attainable performance of the generalized MC DS-CDMA
system. Several different antenna array models have been investi-
gated. Furthermore, the generalized MC DS-CDMA using TF-domain
spreading has been investigated, while employing a user-grouping
technique for reducing the multiuser interference imposed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II the
philosophy of the downlink SSTS-aided generalized Multicarrier DS-
CDMA system is described and characterized. Then, Section III con-
siders the achievable system capacity improvement of generalized MC
DS-CDMA using SSTS and TF-domain spreading. The attainable per-
formance of these schemes is studied and compared in Section IV,
again in the context of the generalized MC DS-CDMA system con-
cept advocated. Finally, our conclusions are offered in Section V.
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Fig. 1. Multiple transmitter antenna conﬁguation to be used in the generalized
MC DS-CDMA system considered.
II. STEERED SPACE-TIME SPREADING -D OWNLINK
In [12], a hybrid downlink technique designed for achieving both
transmit diversity and transmit beamforming was proposed for DS-
CDMA, which is referred to as steered space-time spreading (SSTS).
By contrast, in this contribution we extend our investigations to the
generalized MC DS-CDMA system of [5], [6]. It can be shown that
TF-domain spreading can be employed for increasing the number of
users supported, while the beamforming scheme invoked is capable of
reducing the increased interference imposed by the increased number
of users facilitated by TF-domain spreading.
A. Transmitter Model - SSTS
The system considered in this section is a generalized MC DS-
CDMA scheme [5], [6] using U · V number of subcarriers. The trans-
mitter schematic of the kth user is shown in Fig.2, where a block of
U ·M data bits each having a bit duration of Tb is Serial-Parallel (S-P)
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Fig. 2. The kth user’s transmitter schematic for the downlink of the SSTS
assisted generalized multicarrier DS-CDMA system.
converted to U parallel sub-blocks. The new bit duration of each sub-
stream, which we refer to as the symbol duration, becomes Ts = UTb.
After the STS procedure described in [13], which spreads the signals
to be transmitted to multiple antennas with the aid of M orthogonal
spreading codes {ck,1(t),c k,2(t),...,c k,M(t)},k=1 ,2,...,K,
the UM outputs of the U number of STS blocks are multicarrier mod-
ulated by a group of subcarrier frequencies {fu1,f u2,...,f uV } using
Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) and then forwarded to the trans-
mitter’s beamformer. For the case of M =2beamformer arrays we
have two orthogonal spreading codes for the kth user, which are
ck,1(t)=[ 1 ,1]ck(t)=[ ck(t),c k(t)],
ck,2(t)=[ 1 ,−1]ck(t)=[ ck(t),−ck(t)] (1)
The symbol duration of the space-time spread (STS) signals is MTs,
and the length of the orthogonal codes is MTs/Tc = MNe,w h e r e
Ne = Ts/Tc and Tc represents the chip-duration of the orthogonal
STS codes. Finally, according to the kth user’s Frequency-Domain
Channel Transfer Function (FDCHTF), the UMV signals of the kth
user are weighted by the transmit weight vector w
(k)
v,m determined for
the vth subcarrier of the kth user, which is generated for the mth array.
The general form of the kth user’s transmitted signal corresponding
to the M transmit antennas can be expressed as
sk(t)=
U  
u=1
V  
v=1
 
2Pk
VL
1
M · M
W
(k)
v Bkuck
×cos(2πfuvt + φk,uv), (2)
where Pk/V represents the transmitted power of each subcarrier,
while the factor of M · M represents STS using M orthogonal codes
and M transmit beamformer antenna arrays, while the factor L indi-
cates that each of the antenna arrays has L elements. In (2) ck =
[ck,1(t),c k,2(t),...,c k,M(t)]
T is an M-dimensional vector consti-
tuted by the orthogonal STS codes, while Bku is an (M × M)-
dimensional matrix mapping the data from the uth sub-block data bits,
which are output by the S-P converter, to the M transmit arrays, ac-
cording to the requirements of the STS scheme [13]. For M =2 ,t h e
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Fig. 3. The receiver schematic of the generalized multicarrier DS-CDMA
system associated with SSTS.
corresponding Bku matrix is given by [13]
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,u=1 ,2,...,U. (3)
In (2), W
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v is the weight matrix, which can be expressed as
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where 0 =[ 0 ,0,...,0]
T is an L-dimensional vector, w
(k)
v,m is the L-
dimensional weight vector for the mth beamformer antenna array and
the vth subcarrier of the kth user.
Equation (2) represents the general form of the transmitted signals
using SSTS, regardless of the value of M. However, in this contribu-
tion we investigate MC DS-CDMA systems using two antenna arrays.
Speciﬁcally, for the case of M =2 , the MC DS-CDMA signals trans-
mitted by antenna array 1 and 2 can be simply expressed as
sk(t)=
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×cos(2πfuvt + φk,uv). (5)
B. Receiver Model - SSTS
The Spatio-Temporal (ST) Channel Impulse Response (CIR) vector
h
(k)
uv,m between the uvth subcarrier of the kth user and the mth antenna
array can be expressed as
h
(k)
uv,m(t)=a
(k)
uv,m(t)δ(t − τk) (6)
=
 
a
(k)
uv,m0(t),...,a
(k)
uv,m(L−1)(t)
 T
δ(t − τk),
which is an L-dimensional vector, where τk is the signal’s delay,
a
(k)
uv,ml(t) is the CIR with respect to the uvth subcarrier of the 1st user
and the lth element of the mth antenna array. Based on the assumption
459that the array elements are separated by half a wavelength, i.e. that we
have d = λ/2, we can simplify a
(k)
uv,m(t) to
a
(k)
uv,m(t)=α
(k)
uv,m(t)d
(k)
m , (7)
where α
(k)
uv,m(t) is the Rayleigh faded envelope’s amplitude, d
(k)
m =
[1,exp(j[π sin(ψ
(k)
m )]),...,exp(j[(L − 1)π sin(ψ
(k)
m )])]
T,a n dψ
(k)
m
is the average Direction-Of-Arrival (DOA). Assuming that K user sig-
nals in the form of (4) are transmitted synchronously over Rayleigh
fading channels, the received complex low-pass equivalent signal can
be expressed as
r(t)=
K  
k=1
rk(t)+n(t), (8)
where n(t) is the AWGN having a zero mean and a variance of
E[n(t1)n
∗(t2)] = 2N0δ(t1 − t2),a n dN0 represents the double-
sided power spectral density of a complex valued low-pass-equivalent
AWGN signal. In (8) rk(t) represents the kth user’s transmitted signal
received by the 1st user, which can be expressed as
rk(t)=
U  
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V  
v=1
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where h
(1)
uv(t)=[ ( h
(1)
uv,0(t))
T,...,(h
(1)
uv,(M−1)(t))
T]
T is a ML-
dimensional ST-CIR vector corresponding to the ﬁrst user.
The receiver front-end is shown in Fig.3. After multicarrier de-
modulation, the UV number of parallel streams corresponding to
the signals transmitted on the UV subcarriers are space-time de-
spread using the approach of [13], in order to obtain M separate
variables, {zuv,1,z uv,2,...,z uv,M}, corresponding to the M num-
ber of data bits transmitted on the uvth stream, where we have u =
1,2,...,U; v =1 ,2,...,V, respectively. For the case of M =2 ,
let yuv,1,y uv,2 represent the correlator’s output variables correspond-
ing to the ﬁrst two data bits transmitted on the uvth subcarrier. Since
orthogonal multicarrier signals, orthogonal STS codes, synchronous
transmission of the K user signals as well as slowly ﬂat-fading of each
subcarrier are assumed, there is no interference between the different
users and the different subcarrier signals. Therefore, yuv,1,y uv,2 can
be expressed as
yuv,1 =
 
2P
VL
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+ nuv,2, (11)
where nuv,i,i=1 ,2 is due to the AWGN processing, which is a com-
plex Gaussian distributed variable having zero mean and a variance of
2N0Ts. In (10) and (11), w
(1)
v,m,m=0 ,1, represents the weight ma-
trix of the desired user on the mth antenna array , which is generated
by the MRC beamformer with the aid of the channel state information.
It can be shown that we have w
(1)
v,m = d
(1)
m ,m=1 ,2,w h e r ed
(1)
m is
given in (7). Consequently, (10) and (11) can be simpliﬁed to
yuv,1 =
 
2PL
V
Ts [αuv,0b1,u1 + αuv,1b1,u2]+nuv,1, (12)
yuv,2 =
 
2PL
V
Ts [αuv,0b1,u2 − αuv,1b1,u1]+nuv,2. (13)
Assuming that the receiver has perfect knowledge of the fading pa-
rameters of αuv,m,m=1 ,2, the decision variables corresponding to
the data bits b1,um,m=1 ,2 associated with the uvth subcarrier can
be expressed as
zuv,1 =
 
2PL
V
Ts[ αuv,0 
2 +  αuv,1 
2]b1,u1
+nuv,1α
∗
uv,0 − n
∗
uv,2αuv,1, (14)
Zuv,2 =
 
2PL
V
Ts[ αuv,0 
2 +  αuv,1 
2]b1,u2
+nuv,1α
∗
uv,1 + n
∗
uv,2αuv,0, (15)
for u =1 ,2,...,U; v =1 ,2,...,V.
Finally, after combining the replicas of the same signal transmitted
on the V subcarriers, the decision variables corresponding to the two
bits in the uth sub-block can be expressed as
zu,1 =
V  
v=1
zuv,1 and zu,2 =
V  
v=1
Zuv,2, (16)
for u =1 ,2,...,U.
III. CAPACITY EXTENSION USING TIME-FREQUENCY-DOMAIN
SPREADING - SSTS
Above the DS spreading used in MC DS-CDMA systems is car-
ried out in the time-domain (T-domain) based on orthogonal Walsh-
HadamardDS-spreadingcodes. However, asproposedforMC-CDMA
schemes in [15], spreading in the F-domain may also be employed
to exploit the independent fading of the subcarriers in the F-domain.
Hence in the generalized MC DS-CDMA scheme, the transmitted data
stream can be spread in both the T-domain and the F-domain in or-
der to support more users, while achieving a high frequency diversity
gain [16]. The resultant bandwidth is the same as that of the MC DS-
CDMAschemeemployingtime-domainspreadingonly, whilethetotal
number of users supported is V Kmax = VN e,w h i c hi sV times the
number of users supported by the MC DS-CDMA scheme employing
time-domain only spreading.
The transmitter schematic of the broadband MC DS-CDMA sys-
tem using TF-domain spreading is similar to that seen in Fig.2, except
that the V -depth F-domain repetition of Fig.2 is now replaced by the
F-domain spreading associated with an orthogonal spreading code of
length V . Accordingly, let {c
 
k[0],c
 
k[1],...,c
 
k[V − 1]} be the kth
user’s orthogonal F-domain spreading code in discrete form. Follow-
ingtheapproachofSectionII, thetermsyuv,1,y uv,2, canbeexpressed
as
yuv,1 =
K  
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k[v − 1] + nuv,2, (18)
where nuv,i,i=1 ,2 is due to the AWGN, which is a complex Gaus-
sian distributed variable having zero mean and a variance of 2N0Ts
as expressed in (10). In (17), w
(k)
v,m,m=0 ,1, represents the weight
matrix corresponding to the kth user and the mth transmit antenna
array, which is generated by the Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC)
based beamformer as shown in section II-B. Consequently, we have
(w
(k)
v,m)=d
(k)
m ,m=0 ,1,i nw h i c hd
(1)
m is shown in (7). In this case,
(17) and (18) may be simpliﬁed to
yuv,1 =
 
2PL
V
Ts [αuv,0b1,u1 + αuv,1b1,u2]c
 
k[v − 1]
+nuv,1 + iuv,1, (19)
yuv,2 =
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k[v − 1]
+nuv,2 + iuv,2, (20)
where
iuv,1 =
 K
k=2
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and βk,m =( d
(k)
m )
Hd
(1)
m . Assuming that the receiver has perfect
knowledge of the fading parameters of αuv,m,m=1 ,2, the decision
variables corresponding to the data bits b1,um,m =1 ,2 associated
with the uvth subcarrier can be expressed as
zuv,1 =
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V
Ts[ αuv,0 
2 +  αuv,1 
2]b1,u1 + n
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uv,1,
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for u =1 ,2,...,U; v =1 ,2,...,V,w h e r en
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uv,2 = iuv,1α
∗
uv,1 + i
∗
uv,2αuv,0. Finally, in the
context of the single-user correlation based detector, the decision
variable zu,1 of the desired user is obtained by combining zu,1 =
[zu1,1,z u2,1,...,z uV,1] with c
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1[0],c
 
1[1],...,c
 
1[V − 1]],
which can be expressed as
zu,1 =
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V
Ts[
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2 +  αuv,1 
2]b1,u1
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1n
 
u,1], (21)
where n
 
u,1 =
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u1,1,n
 
u2,1,...,n
 
uV,1
 T is the V -dimensional noise
vector, while i
 
u,1 =
 
i
 
u1,1,i
 
u2,1,...,i
 
uV,1
 T is the V -dimensional
interferencevector. Thentheinterferenceterm c
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u,1 canbeexpressed
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v=1
K  
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Tsc
 
1[v − 1]c
 
k[v − 1] (22)
×[(βk,0 αuv,0 
2 + β
∗
k,1 αuv,1 
2)bk,u1
+(βk,1α
∗
uv,0αuv,1 − β
∗
k,0α
∗
uv,0αuv,1)bk,u2].
We know from Eq.(21) that multiuser interference is inevitably intro-
duced, since the orthogonality of the F-domain spreading codes cannot
be retained over frequency-selective fading channels. However, the
desired signal is not interfered by the transmitted signals of the users
employing different orthogonal T-domain STS spreading codes, pro-
vided that synchronous transmission of all the K
 Kmax user signals
as well as slow ﬂat-fading of each subcarrier are assumed. Only the
users sharing the same T-domain STS spreading code with the desired
user will impose interference on the desired user. Therefore, the inter-
ference c
 
1i
 
u,1 can be reduced, if we carefully select the K
  − 1 users,
namely those which have the lowest interference coefﬁcient with re-
spect to the desired user, from the set of all the K
 Kmax users for
the sake of sharing the same T-domain spreading code with the de-
sired user. Let the interference coefﬁcient be deﬁned as
√
Pkβk,0
and
√
Pkβk,1, which can be evaluated before transmission based on
the assumption that a
(1)
uv,m(t) is perfectly estimated. We also assume
that w
(k)
v,m = a
(k)
uv,m(t) is perfectly estimated. Following this user-
grouping procedure, theeffect oftheinterfering signalsimposed on the
desired user’s signal becomes less pronounced. Therefore, the achiev-
able BER performance is improved.
IV. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
In this section the BER performance of the downlink of a gener-
alized MC DS-CDMA system employing SSTS and using 32-chip
Walsh codes as T-domain spreading sequences as well as 4-chip Walsh
codes as F-domain spreading codes is studied. Perfect power control
is assumed, implying that P0 = P1 = ...= PK.
In Figure 4 we use a (2 × 2)-dimensional antenna array (M =
2,L =2 ), having an element-spacing of λ/2 as well as an array-
spacing of 10λ. It transpires from Figure 4 that the performance of the
system supporting 32 users is similar to that of the system supporting
a single user. Recall the assumptions of using orthogonal multicarrier
signals, synchronoustransmissionoftheK usersignalsaswellasslow
ﬂat-fading of each subcarrier, where no interference is encountered
between the 32 users employing different orthogonal 32-chip Walsh
codes as T-domain DS spreading codes. In order to extend the user-
capacity of the system, TF-domain spreading is employed for the sake
of supporting 64 users. Consequently, multiuser interference among
the users sharing the same T-domain spreading code is inevitably in-
troduced, sincetheorthogonalityoftheF-domainspreadingcodescan-
not be retained, when communicating over frequency-selective fading
channels. Then a speciﬁc user grouping technique is used to reduce
the multiuser interference imposed. Figure 4 shows that the perfor-
mance of the system supporting 64 users is signiﬁcantly worse than
that supporting a single user or even 32 users, unless employing the
proposed user grouping. The system employing the interference co-
efﬁcient based user grouping technique substantially outperforms the
system refraining from user grouping.
Finally, in Figure 5 the performance of the system employing two
different types of antenna arrays was compared, namely when using
a (2 × 2)-dimensional antenna array (M =2 ,L =2 ), and when
employing a (2 × 3)-dimensional antenna array (M =2 ,L =3 ).
461Observe in Figure 5 that as expected, the system using a (2 × 3)-
dimensional antenna array (M =2 ,L =3 ) achieves a better per-
formance than the system using a (2 × 2)-dimensional antenna array
(M =2 ,L=2 ). When using a MRC criterion based beamformer, in-
stalling more array elements assists us in obtaining a higher SNR gain,
resulting in a better BER performance.
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Fig. 4. BER versus SNR performance of the downlink of a generalized MC
DS-CDMA wireless system using 32-chip Walsh-Hadamard (WH) codes as T-
domain spreading sequences and 4-chip WH codes as F-domain spreading se-
quences, using a (2×2)-dimensional antenna array (M =2 ,L=2 ). A SSTS
scheme was used to pre-process the transmit signal. TF-domain spreading and
user-grouping based on the interference coefﬁcients were used to extend the
capacity of the system, while suppressing the multiuser interference.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this contribution we have proposed a space-time transmitter pro-
cessing scheme based on the principles of SSTS, in order to enhance
the attainable performance of generalized MC DS-CDMA systems.
Several different antenna array models have been investigated. Fur-
thermore, generalized MC DS-CDMA using TF-domain spreading has
been investigated and a user-grouping technique based on the interfer-
ence coefﬁcients was proposed for reducing the multiuser interference.
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